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ABSTRACT
The system is for Malaysian teachers who are in primary and secondary schools. Some teacher professional organizations have existed but they do not have the opportunity to participate or collaborate online through WWW (the Internet). Online or electronic collaboration & knowledge sharing among teachers in Malaysia is a new phenomenon. But with the advance of the Internet utilization and the availability of the Internet by more than 80% of school in Malaysia, the teacher should be given the opportunity to explore the possibility of online communication to collaborate & share their knowledge and teaching resources. The project is part of an outsource electronic teachers knowledge portal of a PhD research work at KICT. The system is developed using PHP language and MYSQL for the database.

10.1 INTRODUCTION
10.1.1 Background of The Problem
The users require a system for teachers to sign-up or register electronically. The user(s) has no online system installed to help him to register and organize the research participants.